
THE STUDY: 
I tested the taxonomy and structure of my initial site draft using a Treejack survey. Each task in the survey  
was written to specifically address areas of the site that need improvement based on my personas’  
priority action items.

THE PARTICIPANTS: 
I recruited 5 people to take the survey. Participants included two males, and three females with  
an age range between 30 and 41. All participants had exeperience using library websites in the past.  
(See Fig. 1 - Participant Data)

THE PRIORITIES: 
HIGH PRIORITY:
1. Finding/signing up for upcoming events.
2. Using the website to check out books and eMedia.
3. Easily reserve rooms for meetings.
MEDIUM PRIORITY:
4. Access information from the Heritage Room.
5.  Easy access to information about current policies (such as how to apply for a library card; how to set  

up an online account).
LOW PRIORITY:
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6. Quickly and easily access professional/educational journals and publications.

THE SURVEY TASKS: 
1.  You want to take your children to Story Time at the library, but are unfamiliar with the schedule and whether you need to sign up beforehand. Based on the selections below,  

where would you find that information?
2.  You’d like to use your online account to reserve the book from the library. Based on the selections below, where would you find the information?
3.  You need to reserve a room for your Young Professionals meeting. Based on the selections below, where do you go to perform that task?
4.  You are working on a genealogy project and would like to access the library’s collection of local genealogy. Based on the selections below, can you find this information?
5.  You are new to the area, and want to know how to apply for a library card. Based on the selections below, where would you find this information?
6.  You are a student, working on a paper for your Philosophy class. You need to look up information on whether the Ohio State library has an article you are looking for. Based  

on the selections below, how would you find this information?

THE RESULTS:
Most of the design decisons made for the first draft were successful, as evidenced by the 83% success rate of the Treejack survey responders, combined with a 70% average  
directness score. Most tasks were easy to interpret and find as they were written. Two out of the six tasks scored a 10/10; one task scored a 9/10; one task scored an 8/10.
Two tasks received a score lower than 8/10, and both those tasks scored a four, so these tasks have been flagged as areas in need of improvement.  
(See Fig. 2 - Treejack Survey Results)

THE RECOMMENDED CHANGES:
Based on the results (shown in Fig. 2 - Treejack Survey Results) these adjustments must be implemented in the next draft of the site map to improve successful  
user navigation and task completion. These changes are listed in order of priority, based on their scores in the Treejack survey combined with their level of priority  
in the original redesign plan: 
1.  Adapt the User Resource section, placing it in its own area of the site map, where patrons can easily access their online account; rename the section for user clarity.
2.  Clearly label and structure the “Other Resourses” section so that it is easily identifiable where patrons are supposed to access links to other library sites and databases.
3.  Address the the Heritage Room navigation and taxonomy, as this information/resource is still difficult to find and understand.

THE REVISED SITE MAP:
The new site map (See Fig. 3 - Revised Site Map for the Future Upper Sandusky Public Library Website) shows how the above recommended changes have been implemented.
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